
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

Undersigned by 
…………………... 
…………………...
…………………...

hereafter referred to as party a) DISTRIBUTOR

and 
Cogitalnost Ltd. 
VAT202644437
through the author
Ivomir Nikolov Dimchev (ivomir)
and the website creator 
Emiliya Valentinova Stoycheva
hereafter referred to as party b) AUTHOR

the parties hereby agree to the following:

- the AUTHOR grants the rights of translating, distributing and selling Memberships for
the online platform Cogitality Academy (original Bulgarian version А   -кадемия Когиталност
akademia.kogitalnost.net)
- the DISTRIBUTOR gains the rights of translating, distributing and selling throughout

.......………………. (country) in ………………………. (language), with no limits in number of
memberships for the above mentioned PLATFORM. The Distributor can also gain the rights of
distributing  and  selling  throughout  the  world  in  …………….  (language),  following  an
additional agreement.

GENERAL AGREEMENT
1.
a) the AUTHOR allows this relinquishment for 3 (three) years.

b) the AUTHOR is committed to take full responsibility for any citations mentioned in this
PLATFORM, that it has eventually taken from other publications or internet sites. 

2.
a) the  DISTRIBUTOR is  committed  to  take  actions  on  either of  the  following:  translating,
distributing, and selling memberships for the PLATFORM within 6 (six) months from the day of
signing this agreement.

b) the  DISTRIBUTOR has  no right  to  the  next  web platforms that  the  AUTHOR may
produce and/or publish.

3.COPYRIGHTS

a) The DISTRIBUTOR agrees to pay to the  AUTHOR royalties on the retail price of 9%,
net from any tax and distributive costs of the Memberships sold. The royalty percentage is based
on the unit selling price, net from any tax or other duties, excluding any promotional giveaways.
b) the  DISTRIBUTOR has the right to decide the selling price and will communicate it to

the AUTHOR.
c) the copyrights mentioned in paragraph a) will be payed for the period of every past month,

following a sales overview (report). The payment will be made within 10 days after the report
was sent. 

d) The translation of  the  PLATFORM shall  be faithful  and accurate  with respect  to  the
original edition. All deletions and/or alterations in the text there of and or additions, shall be
made only with the written consent of the Proprietor or the Proprietor’s agent. 



e) The DISTRIBUTOR agrees to pay to the AUTHOR advance royalties (7000 USD) within
10 days after signing this agreement..

4. CANCELLATION OR CESSATION OF THIS AGREEMENT

a) the DISTRIBUTOR has the right to yield the PLATFORM to any distributor throughout
Canada, but this agreement will be kept intact.

b) in case no memberships of the PLATFORM are sold three following months, or because of
heavy constraints, the DISTRIBUTOR doesn’t communicate to the AUTHOR guaranteeing a
short term remedy, the AUTHOR has the right to re-entitle the copyrights of its WORK again.

c) If  the  DISTRIBUTOR does not take any actions on any of  the following:  translating,
distributing, and selling the PLATFORM, withing 6 months of this agreement, the AUTHOR
has the right to cease this contract. 

d) If the DISTRIBUTOR delays the payment for more than 30 days after the period, pointed
at 3. d), the AUTHOR has the right to re-entitle the copyrights of its WORKS again.

e) For any other clause which may not be mentioned in this agreement, there will be applied
the editing contract law of the country.

f) For any controversy about this agreement or depending on this agreement, the applicable
laws of the country will be in charge of the resolution.

Undersigned for DISTRIBUTOR        Undersigned for AUTHOR


